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We present an analytic theory for the optical properties of ellipsoidal plasmonic particles covered by aniso-
tropic molecular layers. The theory is applied to the case of a prolate spheroid covered by chromophores
oriented parallel and perpendicular to the metal surface. For the case that the molecular layer resonance
frequency is close to being degenerate with one of the particle plasmon resonances strong hybridization
between the two resonances occurs. Approximate analytic expressions for the hybridized resonance frequen-
cies, their extinction cross-section peak heights, and widths are derived. The strength of the molecular-plasmon
interaction is found to be strongly dependent on molecular orientation and suggests that this sensitivity could
be the basis for novel nanoparticle based bio- and chemo-sensing applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent decade has witnessed extensive research ef-
forts directed at localized surface plasmons �LSP’s�—i.e.,
resonant charge-density oscillations confined to subwave-
length metal structures, such as particles,1 holes,2 shells,3 or
rods.4 LSP’s are important because they lead to strongly en-
hanced optical absorption and scattering cross sections and
because they readily couple to optical far fields, unlike the
ordinary surface plasmons of extended metal surfaces. In the
small-particle regime, the LSP resonance wavelengths of a
single nanostructure are uniquely determined by its shape
and dielectric function and by the optical constants of the
embedding medium. Thus, the color of the nanostructure can
be tuned over an extended wavelength range, including most
of the visible and infrared regions in the case of silver or
gold structures, through a variation in shape. Moreover, the
color can be used to “sense” the optical properties of the
surrounding. In addition, excitation of LSP’s leads to
strongly enhanced and localized fields in certain regions near
the metal surface and these fields can be used to amplify
various molecular cross sections. A bisphere system, for ex-
ample, supports resonances for which the field is concen-
trated in the gap between the spheres, which is crucial for
single-molecule surface-enhanced Raman scattering5

�SERS�, and a sharp point or protrusion support LSP-
enhanced fields at its apex, which can be utilized for various
types of near-field microscopy.6 Sensing applications rely on
the fact that it is only the optical properties of the material
within the zone of high field enhancement that strongly af-
fect the LSP resonance condition.7 The LSP spectrum, which
can be measured through far-field extinction or Rayleigh
scattering spectroscopy, can therefore be used for ultrasensi-
tive sensing applications aimed, for example, at quantifying

various biomolecular recognition reactions.8,9

As is known from a range of experiments and calculations
on nanostructured or flat metal surfaces covered with chro-
mophores, such as dye molecules, the interaction between a
plasmonic structure and its dielectric environment can be
very strong if the dielectric possesses an optical resonance
that is degenerate with a surface plasmon resonance
mode.10–17 This strong coupling also forms the basis for im-
portant applications in molecular spectroscopy, in particular
surface-enhanced resonance Raman scattering �SERRS� and
surface-enhanced fluorescence.18–20 For atoms and molecules
confined in microcavities similar strong coupling can
occur.21,22 In many applications, it is advantageous to bind
the molecular layer to the metal via specific functional
groups—for example, thiols—in which case the molecular
transition dipole moment will have a more or less well-
defined orientation relative to the local fields generated at
plasmon resonance. This will in turn affect the degree of
coupling between a molecular resonance and a plasmon.

In this work, we present an analytical theory for calculat-
ing the optical properties of a subwavelength metallic ellip-
soid, the prototypical example of a nanostructure supporting
tunable LSP’s, covered by an optically anisotropic molecular
layer. We then utilize this formalism for investigating strong
coupling effects in nanoplasmonics. The quasistatic theory of
dipolar plasmons for ellipsoids has played an important role
in nano-optics, as it can be used to model a wide range of
nanoparticle shapes of practical interest, including rods,
spheres, and oblate and prolate particles, accessing a broad
range of frequencies. The extension of this theory to ellipsoi-
dal cores with anisotropic coatings means that it is now pos-
sible to also investigate the effect of molecular orientation
relative to the core surface.
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II. THEORY

While the polarizability of a metallic particle with and
without coating has been studied in the past and can be found
in textbooks, to our knowledge, the effect of anisotropy—
i.e., molecular orientation—has not been analyzed earlier in
the context of plasmonics. Here, we recapitulate recent ana-
lytic results23,24 for the dipolar polarizability of an ellipsoid
with an anisotropic coating �the coating dielectric function
being different parallel and perpendicular to the coating nor-
mal; see Fig. 1�a�� and combine these results with realistic
microscopic dielectric functions for the metallic nanoparticle
and the coating.

The system we have in mind is depicted in Fig. 1�a�: We
consider a coated ellipsoidal particle in an external electric
field E� 0, with field component E0v in the v direction �v
=x ,y ,z�. The frequency of the external field is �=2�c /�,
where c is the speed of light and � is the wavelength. The
principal semiaxes of the inner and outer ellipsoids are av
and bv with ax�ay �az and bx�by �bz. The shape of the
coated particle is completely specified by the ellipticity of
the inner surface, ei

2�1−az
2 /ax

2; the ellipticity of the outer
surface, eo

2�1−bz
2 /bx

2 �ei
2=eo

2=0 for a sphere�; and s
��ax

2−ay
2� / �ax

2−az
2�; ei

2, eo
2, and s are all in the range �0,1�.

The coating thickness is determined by the relative coating
volume �V=Vcoat /Vo, where Vo=4�bxbybz /3 is the total
ellipsoidal volume and Vcoat=Vo−Vi is the coating volume
�Vi=4�axayaz /3 is the volume of the inner ellipsoid�. For
the case of a thin coating the ellipticities are related: ei

2

=eo
2�1+ �̄�, where �̄ is the relative coating thickness param-

eter �see Refs. 23 and 24�; the relative coating volume �a
dimensionless entity� introduced above can be written in
terms of the parameter �̄ according to �V=Fo�̄ /2, where
Fo=1+ �1−seo

2�−1+ �1−eo
2�−1 �see Ref. 24�. The “material”

properties of the coated nanoparticle enter through the rel-
evant dielectric functions: We denote the dielectric function
of the inner ellipsoid by �in���. The coating has dielectric
function �c���� in the normal direction and �c���� in the
tangential direction. The dielectric function of the surround-
ing medium is assumed to be real and frequency independent
and is denoted by �m. The entities above completely deter-
mine the electromagnetic response of a coated ellipsoidal
particle—i.e., determine, for instance, the particle polariz-
ability �vv and the electric field distribution in and around
the coated ellipsoid.23,24

The full expression for the dipolar polarizability �vv �de-
fined through pv=4��0�m�vvE0v, where pv is the v compo-
nent, v=x, y, or z, of the induced dipole moment, and �0 is
the permittivity of free space� in terms of the geometric and
dielectric entities above is given in Refs. 23 and 24: Knowl-
edge of �vv requires a function Hv�u ,s ;q�, satisfying Heun’s
equation,25,26 evaluated at the inner, q=ei

2, and the outer, q
=eo

2, surfaces. The shape parameter s was introduced above.
The anisotropy in the dielectric function of the coating ��c�

and �c�� enters through u defined as

u = u± = −
1

2
±

1

2
�1 + 8����

−1�1/2, �1�

where �	���=�c	��� /�m �	=� or ��. For the case of sphe-
roids �two of the principal axes are equal� Hv�u ,s ;q� is ex-

pressible in terms of hypergeometric functions, which are
available in standard mathematical numerical packages, such
as MatLab or Mathematica. For general ellipsoids Hv�u ,s ;q�
is straightforwardly generated using a recurrence relation,
explicitly given in Ref. 23. Introducing a second function
rv�u ,s ;q� �v=x, y, or z�, required while implementing the

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� A cut through a coated ellipsoidal
nanoparticle. The principal semiaxes perpendicular to the paper are
ay and by, respectively. The relevant dielectric functions 
in���,
�c����, �c����, and �m are also indicated. �b� Extinction spectrum,
where �vv=� Im��vv�, v=x ,y ,z. The dash-dotted curves are for an
uncoated metallic ellipsoid, where the red �blue� curve is for the
external field along the x axis �z axis�. The red solid �x direction�
and blue solid �z direction� curves correspond to the case of an
ellipsoidal molecular layer �without an interior metallic region; i.e.,
we set 
i=1� with a resonance parallel to the layer normal. Here,
this situation is modeled by taking �0� /v0=0.2, �� /v0=0.02, and
�0� /v0=�� /v0=0.01 �corresponding to effective oscillator
strength c0� �2.26 and large frequency refractive index n� �1.06;
see text�. The red dashed �x direction� and blue dashed �z direction�
curves are for the case that the molecular layer has a resonance
perpendicular to the layer normal. We take �0� /v0=0.1 and
�� /v0=�0� /v0=�� /v0=0.01 �so that c0��1.13 and n��1.07�.
The following parameters were used: eo

2=0.8, s=1, �V=0.08,
�p /�p=0.05, �0� /�p=�0� /�p=0.5, �� /�p=�� /�p=0.03, and �m

=1. The extinction cross sections are shown in units of the total
volume Vo. The solid and dashed vertical bars indicate the plasmon
and molecular resonance frequencies, respectively. Notice the small
peak heights of the molecular layer resonances �here enlarged by a
factor of 50� compared with the plasmon resonance heights.
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boundary conditions and defined in terms of Hv�u ,s ;q� ac-
cording to

rv�u,s;q� = 1 − fv�s;q��1 − u + 2q
�

�q
ln�Hv�u,s;q��	 ,

�2�

where fx�s ;q�=1, fy�s ;q�=1−sq, and fz�s ;q�=1−q, the po-
larizability of an ellipsoid with an anisotropic coating is

�vv =
Vo

4�nv
o

Iv�� = − 1�
Iv�� = 1/nv

o − 1�
, �3�

where

Iv��� = �rv
o�u+� + ���

−1��rv
i �u−� − �i��

−1� − �v�rv
o�u−� + ���

−1�

��rv
i �u+� − �i��

−1� , �4�

where �i=�in /�m and we have above introduced the short-
hand notation rv

i �u±��rv�u± ,s ;ei
2� and rv

o�u±��rv�u± ,s ;eo
2�.

nv
o is the standard depolarization factor for the v direction for

the outer surface and satisfies the sum rule23,24,27 nx
o+ny

o+nz
o

=1. We have also introduced

�v � 
 eo

ei
��u+−u−�Hv

o�u−�Hv
i �u+�

Hv
o�u+�Hv

i �u−�
, �5�

where Hv
o�u±��Hv�u± ,s ;eo

2� and Hv
i �u±��Hv�u± ,s ;ei

2�. We
note that the total volume Vo only enters as a prefactor in the
expression for �vv. The geometry of the particle enters
through the geometric entities nv

o, rv
i �u±�, and rv

o�u±�. The
standard isotropic depolarization factor nv

o depends only on
the shape �s and eo

2�, whereas rv
i �u±� and rv

o�u±� couple the
geometry to the dielectric asymmetry of the coating. For an
anisotropic coated sphere the expression for the polarizabil-
ity agrees with the result obtained in Ref. 28. For an isotropic
coating �� =�� the polarizability reduces to the standard re-
sult given in, for instance, Ref. 29. The imaginary part of �vv
is directly accessible through experimental extinction or ab-
sorption measurements. Explicitly, the extinction cross sec-
tion is �vv=� Im��vv�, where Im�·� denotes the imaginary
part of the entity within the square brackets �·�. In order to
obtain the response of the coated metallic nanoparticle we
must proceed by incorporating realistic microscopic dielec-
tric functions for the coating and metal into expression �3�
for the dipolar particle polarizability.

Let us consider the interior metallic region. In a standard
fashion we assume that the dielectric function of the metal is
described by a Drude function:

�in��� = � −
�p

2

��� + i�p�
, �6�

with �p being the plasmon frequency, �p is a phenomeno-
logical damping parameter, and � is the dielectric function
for large frequencies. We take �=1 throughout this study.
An uncoated metallic ellipsoidal particle in vacuum �
m=1�
has dipolar plasmon resonance frequencies

�pv = �p
�nv

i , �7�

where nv
i is the �purely geometric� depolarization factor of

the inner ellipsoidal surface23,27,29 �see also the Appendix�.
We now give the dielectric function of the coating; we

assume that the coating consists of molecules with dipolar
polarizabilities which are diagonal but with different compo-
nents in the normal and tangential directions; we denote the
polarizabilities by �� ���� �where a subscript � ��� denotes
the polarizability component perpendicular �parallel� to the
metallic surface normal�. Let us relate �� and �� to the di-
electric functions �c���� and �c���� appearing in the coated
ellipsoid polarizability �vv: assuming that the surface is lo-
cally flat and imposing the conditions that the normal com-
ponent of the total macroscopic electric field and the tangen-
tial component of the displacements field be continuous
across the surface separating the molecular coating from the
surrounding, we straightforwardly arrive at the following re-
lation between the molecular polarizabilities and the coating
dielectric functions:30

����� = 1 +
4������

v0
,

�����−1 = 1 −
4������

v0
, �8�

where v0 is the unit cell volume per molecule.24 Explicitly,
we take the following form for the renormalized molecular
polarizabilities:

�	��� = �	 + ��0	 − �	�
�0	

2

�0	
2 − �2 − i��	

, �9�

where �0	 is the static polarizability of the molecules, �	 is
the high-frequency polarizability, �0	 is a resonance fre-
quency, and �	 is a damping parameter.30,31 It is sometimes
convenient to characterize the electromagnetic response
properties of the coating by the effective oscillator strength
�compare to Ref. 16�, c0	=4���0	−�	� /v0, and the large
frequency refractive indices n�=�c���=�1/2= �1+4��	 /
v0�1/2 and n� =�c���=�1/2= �1−4��	 /v0�−1/2. We point out
that the induced dipole coupling between molecules �and im-
age dipoles in the metal�, in general, introduce extra aniso-
tropy by renormalizing the resonance frequencies, static po-
larizabilities, large frequency polarizabilities, and damping
parameters compared to their “bare” values,24,30,31 and all
such anisotropies are included in expression �9�.

To summarize, the general procedure for obtaining the
polarizability �vv��� �v=x ,y ,z� for an ellipsoidal metallic
nanoparticle coated with an anisotropic molecular layer is
the following: Consider a nanoparticle with principal semi-
axes ax, ay, and az. The size of the molecules together with
these nanoparticle principal semiaxes determine the outer
principal semiaxes bx, by, and bz; see Fig. 1. From these six
principal semiaxes one calculates the the total volume Vo and
the shape parameters s, ei

2, and eo
2 �for small coating thick-

ness ei
2 and eo

2 are related through the relative coating thick-
ness �V�. The problem is completed by specifying the metal-
lic nanoparticle parameters in Eq. �6� and the renormalized
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polarizability parameters of Eq. �9�; alternatively, one may
use experimental results for the nanoparticle and coating di-
electric functions. Finally, the parameters above are used in
the expression for �vv��� explicitly given in Eq. �3�.

For the case where the coating resonance frequency �0	 is
close to being degenerate with one of the particle plasmon
resonances �i.e., �pv of Eq. �7�� one expects hybridization
between the two resonances.3 In order to address this point
we proceed by finding an approximate expression for the
resonance frequencies for �vv���. Assuming a thin coating
�V�1 and utilizing the near-resonance approximation �the
large-u result23,24� we obtain a simplified form for �vv, as
detailed in the Appendix. Below we use this �vv for obtain-
ing approximate expressions for the coupled �hybridized�
resonance frequencies and for the extinction peak height at
these resonances. The damping constants associated with the
hybridized resonances are given in Eq. �A28�. We point out
the the approximate expressions for �vv given in the Appen-
dix are useful for investigating other quantities as well.

The resonance frequencies are obtained by finding the
poles of �vv; using the results in the Appendix, we find that
resonances occur at frequencies �=�v	

± given by �see Eqs.
�A12�, �A13�, �A18�, and �A19��

��v	
± �2 = �a	

2 ± ��d	
4 + �0	

4 Dv	
2 �1/2, �10�

where, for brevity, we have introduced the notation �a	
2

= ���pv
o �2+�0	

2 � /2 and �d	
2 = ���pv

o �2−�0	
2 � /2, with �pv

o

=�p
�nv

o; we have also introduced above a �dimensionless�
parallel coupling strength

Dv� = �Vgv�c0��1 − nv
o�

�p
2 − �a�

2

�0�
2 �1/2

�11�

and a perpendicular coupling strength

Dv� = �Vgv�c0�nv
o �a�

2

�0�
2 �1/2

, �12�

with the effective oscillator strength c0	=4���0	−�	� /v0

as defined before and the geometric factors defined as

gv� = 1 −
1

Fofv
o , and gv� =

1

Fofv
o , �13�

where fv
o = fv�s ;eo

2� so that fx
o=1, fy

o=1−seo
2, fz

o=1−eo
2, and

Fo=1+ �1−seo
2�−1+ �1−eo

2�−1. The quantities gv	 appear also
in the polarizability for an anisotropic shell24 and satisfy the
three sum rules gx� +gy� +gz� =1, gx�+gy�+gz�=2, and gv�

+gv� =1. Equation �10� has the same form as that for two
dipole coupled oscillators; see, for instance, Ref. 32 �also
compare with Ref. 3�. The strength of the molecular-plasmon
interaction is characterized by the polarization- and
molecular-orientation-dependent coupling strength Dv	,
which depends on the relative coating volume parameter �V
and on the molecular response properties through c0	, as
well as on different geometric quantities.

For a sphere �eo
2→0� we have that gv� =1/3, gv�=2/3,

and nv
o =1/3 and Eqs. �11� and �12� become

�Dv��sph = �V
c0�

27

5

�p
2

�0�
2 − 3��1/2

,

�Dv��sph = �V
c0�

27

 �p

2

�0�
2 + 3��1/2

. �14�

The equations above quantify the degree of hybridization
and its dependence on the molecular orientation for a coated
metallic sphere.33

We notice from Eq. �10� that if the coating and particle
plasmon resonance frequencies are well separated, in the
sense Dv	

2 ��d	
4 /�0	

4 , then the resonance frequencies are the
uncoupled ones: �pv and �0	.

In contrast, for Dv	
2 ��d	

4 /�0	
4 , we have resonances ap-

proximately at

�v	
± � �pv

o �1 ± Dv	�1/2 for �pv
o = �0	 �15�

and

Dv� � �1 − nv
o���Vgv�c0�/nv

o�1/2,

Dv� � ��Vgv�c0�nv
o�1/2. �16�

Thus, for �pv
o ��0	, we get Dv	���V and we have strong

hybridization between the nanoparticle and coating reso-
nance frequencies, as will be illustrated in more detail in the
next section. We also notice from Eq. �16� that for small nv

o,
Dv� can be substantially larger than Dv�, which can give a
wider separation between �v�

+ and �v�
− compared with that for

�v�
± .

The extinction peak height at one of the resonance fre-
quency �v	

± is �vv��=�v	
± �; using Eq. �A7�, we convert this

quantity into a scaled peak height Tv	
± =4��vv��v	

± � /
�Vo��v	

± �2� at the resonances. Employing the thin-coating ap-
proximation and assuming that we are close to a resonance
Eqs. �A14� and �A20� apply; i.e., we have the approximate
result

Tv	
± =

�p
2

��v	
± �2 �

�0	
2 − ��v	

± �2

�p„�0	
2 − ��v	

± �2
… + �	„��pv

o �2 − ��v	
± �2

…

,

�17�

which for �pv
o ��0	 gives

Tv	
± =

1

nv
o��p + �	�

1

1 ± Dv	

, �18�

with Dv	 given by Eq. �16�.
For the case of an uncoated metallic nanoparticle the

scaled peak height takes the form Tvp=1/ �nv
o�p� �see Eq.

�A8��. Equation �18� shows that at strong coupling �i.e., for
�pv

o ��0	�, Tv	
± are of the same order of magnitude as Tvp.

For a very thin coating without any interior metal we have
Tv	��i=1���Vgv	c0	 /�	 �see Eqs. �A11� and �A17� and
Ref. 24�, which is much smaller than Tvp. Comparing with
Eq. �17� we notice that Tv	

± /Tv	��i=1�� ��V�−1 �note, how-
ever, that �v	

± depends on �V�, revealing substantial surface
enhancement �see next section�.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In the following, we illustrate the electromagnetic re-
sponse properties of a coated metallic nanoparticle via the
extinction cross section �vv=� Im��vv� for the case of a pro-
late �ay =az—i.e., s=1, “cigar-shaped”� spheroid. We con-
sider two different situations: the case when the molecules in
the coating have their “resonant” axes �i� parallel and �ii�
perpendicular to the surface normal. The polarizability com-
ponent along the resonant axis is �� in case �i� and ��

=�� /2 in case �ii�, which corresponds to coatings with iden-
tical but differently oriented molecules. For each of the two

cases, the external field E� 0 is applied either along the long
axis �x axis� or the short axis �y or z axis�.

In Fig. 1�b�, the polarization-averaged extinction cross
section for an uncoated metallic spheroid is shown together
with the cross section for an spheroidally shaped molecular
layer without an interior nanoparticle and with the resonant
transition dipole moments oriented in the parallel and per-
pendicular directions. There are two plasmon peaks, as ex-
pected for a spheroidal metal particle �two of the principal

axes equal�, with resonance wavelengths to the red �E� 0 �x

axis� and to the blue �E� 0 � y, z axes� of the familiar LSP
resonance of a sphere �� /�p=�3�1.73�. The extinction
peaks of the molecular layer are about 50 times weaker than
the plasmons for both molecular orientations. Notice that, for
geometric reasons, the extinction peak height for the molecu-
lar layer is smallest for the case where the external field is in
the x direction, with the molecules oriented in the parallel
direction; see Ref. 24 for a thorough discussion of
geometric- and molecular-orientation-dependent effects in
the response of an ellipsoidal molecular layer. Also notice
the small difference in peak position between cases �i� and
�ii�; in Ref. 24, it was shown that for �V�1 there are no
curvature-induced shifts for the molecular layer resonance
frequencies �see also the Appendix�. Here, �V is not suffi-
ciently small and there are some minor shifts of the reso-
nance frequencies.

In Fig. 2, we show extinction spectra corresponding to the
full coated spheroid response problem for the four distinct
cases mentioned above—i.e., molecular orientation perpen-
dicular �a�, �b� or parallel �c�, �d� to the surface normal and
incident field parallel to the short �a�, �c� or long �b�, �d�
spheroid axes. The different colors of the curves correspond
to different coating resonance frequencies �0	. It is clear that
there is strong hybridization between the coating and plas-
mon resonances whenever �0	��pv �	= � ,� and v
=x ,y ,z� in all cases. However, the degree of hybridization
differs greatly between the different molecular orientations
and polarization configurations.

In order to investigate the peak height of the resonances
�see Fig. 2�, Fig. 3 shows the scaled peak height Tv	

± �defined
in Eq. �A7�� compared to the scaled peak height Tv	��i=1�
for a molecular layer �obtained from Fig. 1� for different
coating resonance frequencies. A comparison to the result
given in Eq. �17� is also made. We notice the two coupled
resonances obtain similar peak heights as �0	 approaches the
particle plasmon frequency �pv. We also point out that the
approximate expression, Eq. �17�, works surprisingly well,

considering that it is based on a close-to-resonance and thin-
coating approximation, even far off the resonances.

When the molecular resonance is far above or far below a
plasmon resonance, we have a situation that can best be de-
scribed as surface-enhanced absorption from the molecular
layer;18 i.e., the magnitude of the molecular resonance peak
is greatly enhanced but its position and width are not
changed dramatically from the case of a “free” molecular
layer �see Figs. 2 and 3�. In this regime, the particle plas-
mons �at �pv, with v=x ,y ,z� become either redshifted or
blueshifted relative to the uncoated metallic spheroid reso-
nance wavelength depending on the molecular resonance
wavelength �0. Interestingly, the enhanced absorption from

FIG. 2. �Color online� Extinction spectrum for a coated prolate
spheroid with different orientations of the molecules on the surface.
The spectrum is in units of the total volume Vo of the coated spher-
oid. �vv

	 =� Im��vv� �	= � ,� and v=x ,z� and �=2�c /� is the
wavelength of the external electromagnetic field. �a� The external
field is along the z axis �short axis� of the spheroid. The molecules
have their resonant axes perpendicular to the metallic particle nor-
mal. �b� The external field is along the x axis �long axis�, and the
molecules are perpendicular to the layer normal. �c� The field is
along the z axis, and the molecules have their resonant axis parallel
to the layer normal. �d� The field is along the x axis, and the mol-
ecules are oriented parallel to the layer normal. The different colors
are the spectra for different molecular resonant wavelengths; the
upper vertical bars indicate these resonance wavelengths �0	

=2�c /�0	. Here, we chose the following values for �0	: 0.35�p,
0.4�p, 0.6�p, 0.7�p, 0.9�p. The lower vertical bar is the particle
plasmon resonance wavelengths �pv=2�c /�pv �v=x ,z�. The same
parameters as in Fig. 1 were used. Notice the strong hybridization
when �0	��pv and increased peak height �surface enhanced ab-
sorption� for the molecular resonance, compared with Fig. 1�b�.
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the molecular layer is not symmetric on the two sides of the
plasmon. This can be seen when comparing Figs. 2�a� and
2�c� �see also Fig. 3�, corresponding to polarization along the
short axis of the spheroid. When the molecular resonance is
far to the red of the plasmon, absorption enhancement is seen
for the case when the molecular resonance axis is parallel to
the surface normal �Fig. 2�c��, but not for the perpendicular
case �Fig. 2�a��. The situation is reversed �although less pro-
nounced� when the molecular resonance is to the blue of the
plasmon; i.e., absorption enhancement occurs for the perpen-
dicular but not for the parallel case. Similar effects are seen

in Figs. 2�b� and 2�d�, corresponding to polarization along
the long axis. From Fig. 3�a� we notice that particularly
strong surface enhancement �roughly a factor of 50 for the
extinction cross section for the parameters used here� occurs
to the red of the plasmon for the parallel case with the inci-
dent field along the x axis.

The differences above can be understood as follows: To
the red of a plasmon resonance, the induced field from the
particle is in phase with the applied field and normal to the
surface at the poles of the particle �where the poles are de-
fined by the direction of the induced dipole�, resulting in
enhanced absorption from molecules oriented parallel the
surface normal. Molecules with the perpendicular orientation
instead couple mainly to the total field around the equator of
the particle, where the field is perpendicular to the surface
normal. But to the red this field is weak, because here the
induced field is out of phase with the applied field. Hence,
there is very little enhanced absorption to the red of the plas-
mon in Fig. 2�a� but a large enhancement in Fig. 2�c�. The
same type of arguments applies to the case when the molecu-
lar resonance is to the blue of the plasmon, but here the
situation becomes reversed because the induced particle di-
pole is out of phase with the incident field.35

The case when the molecular resonance is degenerate
with one of the plasmons corresponds to a regime that cannot
be described in terms of enhanced absorption. Instead, we
have two completely hybridized resonances that exhibit
“avoided crossing,” analogous to the case of two strongly
coupled �quantum or classical� harmonic oscillators, as is
seen in Eq. �10�. Figure 4 illustrates this behavior for the two
molecular orientations considered. In the vocabulary of Ref.
3, the high-frequency modes �v	

+ in Eq. �10� correspond to
“antibonding” combinations—i.e., the case where the in-
duced dipole on the particle is out of phase with the molecu-
lar transition dipoles—while the “bonding” modes �v	

− cor-
respond to the case when the excitations are in phase. This
corresponds to Rabi oscillations in which the excitation en-
ergy oscillates back and forth between the plasmonic particle
and the molecular layer. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the mode
splitting is much more significant when the molecular reso-
nance is oriented parallel to the surface normal �Fig. 4�a��
than for the perpendicular �Fig. 4�b�� case. This difference
simply reflects the predominant polarization of the local field
at the surface �the field would be strictly parallel to the sur-
face normal for a perfect conductor at zero frequency�. We
also note that the splitting �expressed in frequency units� is
larger for the plasmon that corresponds to polarization along
the short axis of the prolate spheroid for both molecular ori-
entations, which is somewhat surprising considering that the
field enhancement is highest at the sharp ends of the
spheroid.35 However, the coupling strength is determined by
the surface-integrated local field at the two plasmon reso-
nance frequencies, and for geometric reasons this quantity is
higher for the doubly degenerate short-axis plasmon in the
present case.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no experimental
studies that have directly probed the orientation-dependent
plasmon-molecule coupling discussed here. However, the ad-
vanced nanofabrication and molecular functionalization tech-
nologies of today clearly make such studies a realistic pos-

FIG. 3. �Color online� Scaled peak height for the coupled reso-
nances in a coated prolate metal spheroid for the case �a� when the
coating molecules have their resonant axis parallel to the surface
normal and �b� for a perpendicular resonance. The resonance fre-
quencies �v	

± and peak heights �vv��v	
± �, see Figs. 2 and 4, for

different �0	 were numerically determined and used to calculate
the scaled peak height Tv	

± =4��vv��v	
± � / �Vo��v	

± �2� �v=x ,z and
	= � ,��; see Eq. �A7�. The peak heights were normalized by the
molecular layer peak heights Tv	��i=1� obtained from Fig. 1. The
vertical solid lines correspond to the two plasmon resonances �px

and �pz, Eq. �7�. The dash-dotted horizontal lines correspond to the
plasmon peak heights as given in the text right after Eq. �17�.
The solid and dashed curves are the approximate results given in
Eq. �17�. The same parameters as in Fig. 1 were used. Notice the
different ranges of the ordinates and that the abscissas are in fre-
quency units.
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sibility. One of the most interesting options could be to use a
plasmonic nanoparticle covered by an ordered layer of chro-
mophores as a nanoscopic bio-chemo sensor. For example, it
can be expected that the exact orientation of the chro-
mophores on the surface will be sensitive to pH and to the
interaction with molecules in solution. The chromophores
might also be incorporated as functional groups into larger
biomacromolecules that change the orientation and confor-
mation upon biorecognition reaction with an analyte. Such
sensing reactions would then affect the coupling between the
surface plasmons and the chromophores, giving rise to pro-
nounced changes in the extinction or scattering spectrum of
the composite nanoparticle. To illustrate this possibility, Fig.
5 shows the difference spectra between the parallel and per-
pendicular orientations discussed above. As expected, the

difference is largest for molecular resonance wavelengths
that overlap the LSP modes. However, a noticeable differ-
ence is observed even far off the plasmon resonances, indi-
cating that molecular orientation effects needs to be taken
into account also in classical nanoparticle refractive index
sensing experiments.

IV. SUMMARY

We have described an analytic method for calculating the
optical response of arbitrary ellipsoidal nanoparticles with
anisotropic molecular coatings in the small-particle limit and
applied this theory to the case of a prolate metal spheroid
covered with chromophores. The results show that the hy-
bridization between the molecular resonance and the local-
ized plasmon resonances of the nanoparticle is highly aniso-
tropic. It is suggested that this sensitivity can be utilized for
novel bio- and chemo-sensing applications that are based on
molecular orientation rather than refractive index contrast.
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APPENDIX: APPROXIMATE EXPRESSION FOR
COUPLED RESONANCES AND PEAK HEIGHTS AND

WIDTHS

In this appendix we use the large-u �close to a resonance�
and thin-coating approximations for the coated ellipsoid po-
larizability given in Eq. �3� in order to derive approximate

FIG. 4. �Color online� Illustration of strong coupling and
“avoided crossing” between the plasmonic and molecular reso-
nances of a coated prolate metal spheroid for the case �a� when the
molecules have their resonant axis parallel to the surface normal
and �b� for a perpendicular resonance. The horizontal dashed lines
correspond to the two plasmon resonances �px and �pz, and the
diagonal dashed lines denotes �=�0	. The solid white curves are
the approximate results for the coupled resonances as given in Eq.
�10�. The same parameters as in Fig. 1 were used. Notice that the
axes are in frequency units.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Difference in averaged extinction cross
section, �� /Vo= ��� −��� /Vo �indicated by the different colors�,
between the parallel and perpendicular cases as shown in Figs. 4�a�
and 4�b�, as a function molecular resonance frequency �0=�0�

=�0� and external field frequency �. Note that the axes are in
frequency units.
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expressions for the coupled resonance frequencies as well as
for the peak heights and widths of these excitations.

Close to a resonance �u large� and for a thin coating
��V�1� we have that Eq. �3� becomes

�vv =
Vo

4�nv
o

Jv�� = − 1�
Jv�� = 1/nv

o − 1�
, �A1�

with

Jv��� = �i + � + �Vgv��� + �V�igv���
−1� , �A2�

in an identical fashion as the derivation given in Ref. 24. The
geometric factors gv� and gv��v=x ,y ,z� are given in Eq.
�13�. Explicit expressions for the dielectric functions �i, ��,
and �� appearing in Eq. �A2� are given in Eqs. �6� and �8�.
Below we investigate Jv��� in the limits of �subsection 1� no
coating �V=0, �subsection 2� external field frequency close
to the parallel resonance frequency, ���0�; �subsection 3�
external field frequency close to the perpendicular resonance
frequency, ���0�. In subsection 4 we derive expressions
for the peak widths of the hybridized resonances.

No coating, �V=0

For the case of no coating, �V=0, we have that Jv���
=�i+� and therefore the polarizability, Eq. �A1�, can be writ-
ten

�vv��� =
Vo

4�nv
o

Kv�� = − 1�
Kv�� = 1/nv

o − 1�
, �A3�

where Kv equals Jv multiplied a by a factor independent of �
and, explicitly,

Re�Kv���� = �p
2 − �2�1 + �� ,

Im�Kv���� = − ��p�1 + �� , �A4�

with Re�·��Im�·�� denoting the real �imaginary� part of the
entity inside �·�. The resonance criterion Re�Kv��=1/nv

o

−1��=0 gives, together with Eq. �A4�, the uncoated metallic
ellipsoid resonance frequencies:

�res,v
2 = ��pv

o �2 = �p
2nv

o , �A5�

in agreement with Eq. �7� as it should �note that when �V
=0, then nv

i =nv
o�. At one of the resonances the extinction

peak height �vv��res,v�=�res,v Im��vv��res,v�� is

�vv��res,v� = −
Vo

4�nv
o� � Re�Kv�� = − 1��

Im�Kv�� = 1/nv
o − 1��

�
�=�res,v

=
Vo

4�nv
o �p

−1�res,v
2 , �A6�

where we have used Eq. �A4� and �res,v is given in Eq. �A5�.
It is convenient to define a scaled peak height

Tv �
4�

Vo

�vv��res,v�
�res,v

2 , �A7�

so that, using Eq. �A6�, we have

Tv = Tvp =
1

nv
o�p

. �A8�

Thus, for an uncoated nanoparticle Tv is a measure of the
lifetime �inverse damping� of the plasmon excitation. We
will below use the definition, Eq. �A7�, to compute approxi-
mate scaled peak heights of the coated metallic ellipsoid ex-
citations.

�É�0¸

For the case ���0� �and �0���0�� we neglect the “per-
pendicular” term in Eq. �A2�, so that Jv���=�i+�
+�V�igv���

−1�. Using the explicit expressions for the dielec-
tric functions described by Eqs. �6� and �8� along with Eq.
�9� we find

Kv��� = ���� + i�p���2 − �0�
2 + i�����Jv���

� ��2 + i��p − �p
2���2 − �0�

2 + i����

+ ��2 + i��p − �p
2��Vgv�c0��0�

2 �

+ ��2 + i��p���2 − �0�
2 + i����� . �A9�

Assuming that �V�1 and neglecting terms of order �2��
=�p ,��� and ��V �the neglected term �Vgv��� is of the
same order as the terms neglected here� we find that the
polarizability can be written in the same form as in Eq. �A3�
now with

Re�Kv���� = ��0�
2 − �2���p

2 − �2�1 + ���

− �Vgv�c0��0�
2 ��p

2 − �2�� ,

Im�Kv���� = − ���p��0�
2 − �2��1 + �� + ��„�p

2 − �2�1 + ��…� .

�A10�

We notice that the second term in the expression for
Re�Kv���� cannot be discarded because the first term may be
close to zero. In the limit �V ,��→0 the polarizability re-
duces to the uncoated result from the previous subsection.

In the limit �p ,�p→0 �i.e., �i=�=1� we recover, to low-
est order in �V, the result in Ref. 24:

�vv��� = �V
Vo

4�
gv�c0�

�0�
2

�0�
2 − �2 − i���

, �A11�

as it should.
Turning back to the general expression, Eq. �A10�, we

find that the resonance condition Re�Kv��=1/nv
o −1��=0

gives resonance frequencies

��v�
± �2 =

�p
2nv

o + �0�
2

2
± 
�p

2nv
o − �0�

2

2
�2

+ �0�
4 Dv�

2 �1/2

,

�A12�

with a dimensionless coupling strength Dv� defined by

Dv�
2 = �Vgv�c0��1 − nv

o�
 �p
2

�0�
2 −

�p
2nv

o + �0�
2

2�0�
2 � . �A13�
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Using Eq. �A7� we find that the scaled peak height
Tv�

+ �Tv�
− � of the resonance characterized by resonance fre-

quency �v�
+ ��v�

− � becomes �for �p�0�

Tv�
± =

�p
2

��v�
± �2 �

��0�
2 − ��v�

± �2�
�p„�0�

2 − ��v�
± �2

… + ��„�p
2nv

o − ��v�
± �2

…

,

�A14�

where we have used the fact that ��v�
± �2 is of the order ��V�1/2

and neglected terms of order �V.
We notice from Eq. �A12� that if Dv� � ���p

2nv
o −�0�

2 � /
�2�0�

2 ��, then the resonance frequencies are the uncoupled
ones: �p

�nv
o and �0�.

If instead Dv� � ���p
2nv

o −�0�
2 � / �2�0�

2 �� �i.e., for �p
2nv

o ��0�
2 �,

we get ��v�
± �2��p

2nv
o�1±Dv�� and

Tv�
± =

1

nv
o��p + ���

1

1 ± Dv�

, �A15�

with Dv� = ��Vgv�c0��1−nv
o�2 /nv

o�1/2, showing strong hybrid-
ization of the plasmon and coating resonances.

�É�0�

For the case ���0� �and �0���0�� we neglect the “par-
allel” term in Eq. �A2�, so that Jv���=�i+ +�+�Vgv���.
Using the explicit expressions for the dielectric functions in
Eqs. �6� and �8� along with Eq. �9� an identical analysis as in
the preceding subsection shows that polarizability can be
written in the same form as in Eq. �A3� with

Re�Kv���� = ��0�
2 − �2���p

2 − �2�1 + ��� − �Vgv�c0��0�
2 �2,

Im�Kv���� = − ���p��0�
2 − �2��1 + ��

+ ��„�p
2 − �2�1 + ��…� . �A16�

In the limit �V ,��→0 we recover the uncoated result.
In the limit �p ,�p→0 �i.e., �i=�=1� we obtain, to low-

est order in �V,

�vv = �V
Vo

4�
gv�c0�

�0�
2

�0�
2 − �2 − i���

, �A17�

in agreement with the result in Ref. 24.
The resonance condition Re�Kv��=1/nv

o −1��=0 gives
resonance frequencies

��v�
± �2 =

�p
2nv

o + �0�
2

2
± 
�p

2nv
o − �0�

2

2
�2

+ �0�
4 Dv�

2 �1/2

,

�A18�

with the dimensionless coupling strength Dv� defined by

Dv�
2 = �Vgv�c0�nv

o
�p
2nv

o + �0�
2

2�0�
2 �; �A19�

compare to Eq. �A13�.
The scaled peak height Tv�

+ �Tv�
− � of the resonance char-

acterized by resonance frequency �v�
+ ��v�

− � is obtained from
Eq. �A7�. We find �for �p�0�

Tv�
± =

�p
2

��v�
± �2 �

�0�
2 − ��v�

± �2

�p„�0�
2 − ��v�

± �2
… + ��„�p

2nv
o − ��v�

± �2
…

,

�A20�

in the same manner as in the preceding subsection.
We notice now from Eq. �A18� that if Dv�� ���p

2nv
o

−�0�
2 � / �2�0�

2 ��, then the resonance frequencies are the un-
coupled ones: �p

�nv
o and �0�.

If instead Dv�� ���p
2nv

o −�0�
2 � / �2�0�

2 �� �i.e., for �p
2nv

o

��0�
2 �, we get ��v�

± �2��p
2nv

o�1±Dv�� and

Tv�
± =

1

nv
o��p + ���

1

1 ± Dv�

, �A21�

with Dv�= ��Vgv�c0�nv
o�1/2, showing again strong hybridiza-

tion of the plasmon and coating resonances.

Damping constants

In the preceding subsections we derived expression for
the resonance frequencies and peak heights for the coating-
nanoparticle-hybridized resonances. We here proceed by also
deriving expressions for the damping constants �inverse life-
times�, which determine the peak widths. It is convenient to
define

��2 � ��v	
± �2 − �2, �A22�

where �v	
± are the resonance frequencies; see Eqs. �A12� and

�A18�. We can then expand Kv��� in Eq. �A3� according to

Kv��� = Kv
�0���� + ��2Kv

�1���� + ¯ , �A23�

where Kv
�0����= �Kv�����=�v	

± . Inserting this expansion into the
expression for the polarizability, Eq. �A3�, using the reso-
nance condition Re�Kv��=1/nv

o −1��=0, and keeping only
terms to lowest order in ��2 we find

�vv�� � �v	
± �

�
Vo

4�nv
o

Re�Kv
�0��− 1�� + i Im�Kv

�0��− 1��
��2 Re�Kv

�1��1/nv
o − 1�� + i Im�Kv

�0��1/nv
o − 1��

.

�A24�

By furthermore neglecting the imaginary part in the numera-
tor �i.e., assuming small damping� we find

�vv�� � �v	
± � �

Vo

4�nv
o

Re�Kv
�0��− 1��

��v	
± �2 Re�Kv

�1��1/nv
o − 1��

�
��v	

± �2

��v	
± �2 − �2 − i��v	

± , �A25�

where we introduced the damping constant

�v	
± =

Im�Kv
�0��1/nv

o − 1��
�v	

± Re�Kv
�1��1/nv

o − 1��
. �A26�

In order to obtain an explicit expression for the damping we
proceed by expanding Eqs. �A10� and �A16� and obtain
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Re�Kv
�1��1/nv

o − 1�� =
2

nv
o ��a	

2 − ��v	
± �2� , �A27�

where �a	
2 = ��0	

2 +�p
2nv

o� /2 and we neglected terms of order
�V��2. Combining Eqs. �A26� and �A27� we finally find
that the damping constant takes the form

�v	
± =

�p„�0	
2 − ��v	

± �2
… + �	„�p

2nv
o − ��v	

± �2
…

2��a	
2 − ��v	

± �2�
. �A28�

Concluding, we above showed that close to one of the reso-
nances the polarizability can be approximated by a Lorentz-

ian �see Eqs. �A25�� with a width determined by Eq. �A28�.
Using Eqs. �A25�, �A27� and the definition, Eq. �A7�, we

find the following relation between the scaled peak height
and the damping constant:

Tv	
± =

�p
2

2��v	
± �2

�0	
2 − ��v	

± �2

�a	
2 − ��v	

± �2

1

�v	
± , �A29�

to lowest order in �V; compare Eq. �A8�. Inserting Eq. �A28�
into the equation above we recover the results in Eqs. �A14�
and �A20�, as it should.
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